Disposal services for retailers
Two for all eventualities
Recycling of cardboard, PET and aluminium drink cans in new channel baling
presses: Europe‘s largest logistics provider, Euro Pool System, in Hungary with a new
recycling hall
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The Company

Customer quote:
“I‘m certain that we have made the right
decision with HSM. From design through
to commissioning, HSM employees have
worked intensively with our facility.“

Packaging is collected in supermarkets
and compressed in a central location
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minimum before they enter the presses. The
channel baling presses compress the
materials with a press capacity of 880 kN.
The end results are bales weighing up to
700 kg which are currently resold for
recycling to paper factories or recyclers in
Hungary. The bales are correctly sorted and
therefore bring in a high level of sales
revenue.

A summary of the baling presses from
Euro Pool System: Press capacity: 880 kN
– up to 40% energy savings due to the
frequency converter – continuous feed by
the chain conveyors
The system at Euro Pool System comprises
two HSM VK 8818 FU channel baling
presses and materials handling equipment.
VK 8818 means: fully automatic channel
baling press with a press capacity of 880 kN
and a feed opening of 1000 x 1800 mm. The
presses are each equipped with a frequency
converter (FC) and thus save around 40% in

“Excellent in all areas“: From design
through to installation of the channel
baling presses

The benefits
•	Good bale quality: bale dimensions
and weight are important factors for
transportation and recycling. The HSM
baling presses produce solid bales
with 5 straps measuring
1100 x 750 mm varying in length
between 1 and 2 m and weighing
between 500 and 700 kg
• Electricity savings due to frequency-		
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• Remote maintenance via the internet:
both machines are equipped with a 		
remote maintenance system which 		
the HSM maintenance team can log
into. In this way, faults can be rectified
quickly and cost-effectively and thus 		
continuous operation is ensured
• Product and maintenance from one 		
source: HSM is your contact from 		

Two further aspects supported the purchas-

design to installation through to 		

ing decision: the quality of the bales, the

maintenance

bale dimensions and the weight are all
important factors for transportation and
recycling. The better the quality of the bales
overall, the simpler the transportation
logistics and sales.
Remote maintenance via the internet
ensures the presses are always
operational
Euro Pool has equipped the channel baling
presses with a remote maintenance
system. It can be used by HSM to log into
the machines. In agreement with the
operator, HSM has full access to the
presses and can immediately provide online
support to operators if they have questions
or if there are faults. Via a web connection
and a real-time representation of the user
interface of the presses‘ display on the
monitor in the office, HSM can quickly
provide support and rectify faults. The
customer in front of the control cabinet can
follow every step.
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